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QUESTION 1

you are consulting on the web site design for a young lawyer who is starting a new legal practice in environmental law.
She wants the site to feature hot pink and bright green colors, to represent her youthful new approach to solving legal
problems. You advise her to consider a neutral color scheme based on gray and blue instead. Which of the following
best supports your recommendation? 

A. Her preferred color scheme is offensive to you as the web site designer. 

B. Her preferred color scheme is difficult to read, which will prevent users from exploring the website. 

C. Her potential clients will respond better to the authoritative professional tone of the netural colors. 

D. Her potential client\\'s computer devices will not be able to display pink and green very well, which will 

cause them to exit the site. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

In the early days of user interface design web (1990\\'s) designers moved from using tables to organize a layout, to
interactive design using Flash. Today, which group of open-source technologies, are commonly used? 

A. PHP 

B. Vector graphics 

C. Dynamic HTML 

D. PhotoShop 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you optimize your Web site for accessibility by visually challenged persons on any device (computers, laptops,
tablets, mobile phones)? 

A. Incorporate white space and strong contrast between text and background. 

B. Place navigation buttons at the top and bottom of web pages. 

C. Make buttons of adequate size and have a small amount of inactive space between targets. 

D. Support external physical keyboards or alternative on-screen keyboards. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Your web developer has presented a report of a focus group\\'s review of your new website. The report 

contains information on the amount of time the group spent on the site, the number of clicks required to 

navigate, and the general pattern of navigation. 

What kind of testing was the focus group performing? 

A. Formative testing 

B. Objective testing 

C. Qualitative testing 

D. Summative testing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following would be defined during the functionality part of a site specification? 

A. The structure of the information contained in the site incorporates an intuitive navigational scheme 

B. Tasks the site will be able to perform, such a detailed product search or managing products in a virtual shopping cart 

C. The look and feel of a site, such as typography, color schemes, images, and spacing 

D. The content contained in the site, such as text describing the business and products, images, and video files 

Correct Answer: B 
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